FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE, December 15th, 2021
SHIFTPOETRY™ PRESS OFFERS ITS FIRST PUBLICATION AS A NEW PUBLISHING HOUSE:
EMERGENCE – A WOMAN’S LIFE THROUGH POETRY AND MOTION
By writer/artist/educator/performer/bodywork therapist Susan Cambique Tracey
with Paul Tracey.

EMERGENCE is a graphic memoir presenting a life well lived into the author’s 80’s, through
poetry, prose/narrative, artwork, and replete with spectacular personal photographs which
capture a life and a kind of Americana that we all should experience. The author has been
highly successful in her chosen work which she continues to this day. This book is her latest
accomplishment.
Blythe Danner, award winning actress, says of EMERGENCE – “A brilliant lesson in living life
with creativity and joy. Susan is a standard bearer for women of all ages.”
EMERGENCE is available for purchase on the publisher’s website
www.ShiftPoetry.com/ShiftPoetry-Press and through many other outlets.
EMERGENCE will be featured starting in January, 2022, as a series of videos illuminating the
author’s beautiful life and her powerful philosophy and practices, on www.HipSilver.com,
on innovative website for “grownups” and those who love them.
Creator of HipSilver, Gail Bruce, says of EMERGENCE – “Susan’s poetry and photos are artful,
accessible, and fun. She and her partner Paul give us a toolkit for dancing through life’s stages
with wonderment and a sense of infinite possibilities.”

In EMERGENCE Susan says: “From the transcendent butterfly phase of my life, I reflect back
with love and understanding on my emergence. My hope is that my words will guide other
people to savor every phase of life through to the last.”
EMERGENCE has something to offer everyone. The party never has to end, though sometimes
tears do flow. Join the author and celebrate your own life “through poetry and motion.”
135 pages – full color
$20. USD
For further information please contact Barbara Ligeti
www.ShiftPoetry.com/ShiftPoetryPress.com
310 800 0440
barbaraligeti@gmail.com

